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But it will cost you
by Joe Kirby
Staff writer

Loggingtown opens Friday at noon to
begin the 30th annual Lumberjack Days.
Concessions and activities, live music
and contests will take place in Loggingtown, located on the special events field at
17th and B streets, behind the science
complex.
HSU’s football team plays UC Santa
Barbara in Redwood Bowl at 1:30 p.m.
Saturday, and a softball tournament will be
held Saturday and Sunday on the lower
playing field.

Loggingtown admission is $1 for students with identification
and $1.50 general.
The
ticket booth will sell
tickets for concessions and activities such
as the dunk tank, massages and the hammer
swing.
Contests will be divided into singles
events, team events and logging events,
said Kristin Coker, Lumberjack Days
Committee chairwoman.
Individuals will compete
in pizza-eating,
belching, tobacco-spitting, pie-eating, cigar-smoking and root beer-chugging con-

rH
FAZE1

|

Pere ERR

Belching, massages highili ht Lumberjack Days

=
ia.

tests.

“The funniest one last year was the beiching contest,” Coker said, because a boy
about 8-years-old won the event. Individual competitors may sign up at 10:30 a.m.

Something fishy
Humboldt ichthyologist wins award for excelle nce in education
by Jacqueline Adams
Staff writer
Terry Roelofs could talk about fish for
houonrs
end.
It would be easy for people to believe
that, if they visited his office in the Wildlife
@! Building. He has books and paperwork
the office.
all over red
scatte
The walls are covered with placards,

people
of rivanders
papers and
cabinets
file
holding up their prize fish. The

en or
ls
of fisherm
and tables display mode
fish.
to
ining
perta
object
of
sort
some

“This officeis filled with fish stuff,”he

i said. “It’s almost oppressive.”

The most recent addition to his “fish
stuff” is an award he received last month.

Roelofs, an HSU fisheries professor, is

BPG the first recipient of the American Fisheries
in

&

Society Award for Excellence in Fisheries

Education.

_ Roelofs was nominated for the award by

the HSU Fishery Department faculty in

May. He received the award in Toronto in
September.

He said he was flattered that his colnominated him.

“It’s one of the peak experiences
of my

life,” he said. “Sometimes
I joke and say
that my feet really haven’t come back down
on the ground.”

he had been the only one nominated.

internationally.
Roelofs said he was glad to learn he
didn’t get the award by default.
“I figured it would be a very long shot if
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Books - Printing
Packaging & Shipping

Month

Free

jaVeVe\
MINI STORAGE

931 ”1” Street - Arcata
822-1024

THE

CENTRAL

Student price: Men $8, Women $10
Appointments not always necessary

OFFICE

Open Mon. thru Fri.
8 a.m.

to 5 p.m.

see 'r prety esate

In the big, blue building
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444-3044
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| MOUNTAIN BIKES

Macintosh

|

Rental —by the hour!

CANNONDALE

SALE

SM250 — *100

OFF!

x U.S. made, aluminum heattreated frame.

* 18 speeds with click shifting
* All sealed bearings
* Vetta saddle with Q.R.
* 18”, 20”, 22” Sizes

price *S50now °4.Q()°°
THE LOWEST PRICE EVER ON A
CANNONDALE MTN. BIKE!
These are the bikes you've been hearing about. Come in and
look over our huge selection of fat tire bikes. Over 150

mountain bikes in stock.

——
HALLOWEEN

Costume Kits, Accessories, etc.
Vin tage to Bizarre
j

822
St)
& H 51
(11th -47
ARCATA

LIFE CYCLE .28co7te.

|1593G ST. « ARCATA «
|
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National Alcohol Awareness Week

Party smart

120
100

Week begins ae

30th Annual

aa 8S

80

a

of
Violators ©9

60 in September to 121 in October — when

40
20 |

he

lem in society, then there’s going to be a
problem
at a university.”
However, they stressed they are not
advocating abstention,
but rather moderate
and responsible drinking.
National Collegiate
Alcohol Awareness

Lumberjack Days occurs — then moved

pers

down to 39 in November.
But the figures do not indicate a problem

May

with students.
UPD
John Parrish
said, “Most
of the time it’s not the college students who
become involved. They (students) seem to

June

July

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

M@ Notices to Appear-UPD
Drunk Driving Arrests-APD

be a little more aware of what the rules and

are.
“We've had problems in the past. Alcohol does get out of hand but some of the

Sources:
Arcata Police Department
niversi
lice D
ment

ee

Number

the reflection of a society. If there’s a probPS

140

is a problem in society and a university is

AIT

could be,” Warner said

et ee

know that alcoholism

I

“It’s just that we have a problem, and I

on this don’t think it’s recognized as much as it

campus is alcohol abuse,” Warner said.

particularly with alcohol. I think we’re not
aware because it’s legal, because it’s omnipresent, because it’s woven right into the
fabric of our society and our norms.”
The Housing Department plans a series
of events evolving around the theme “Drinking is not a game, it’s a gamble.”
A speech by HSU President Alistaix
McCrone at 4 p.m. Sunday in the Kate
Buchanan Room will kick off the week.
Movies with alcohol-related
themes will be
shown Monday, and Wednesday has been
set aside for “Tournament Night” — a
series of tournaments in Trivial Pursuit,
Bingo, billiards and Win, Lose or Draw
with cash prizes for the winners.
The games continue with “Monte Carlo
Night” Oct. 14, and the week ends with the
“First Annual ‘J’ to Breakers Relay Fun
Run” Oct. 15.
In addition, alcohol-related issues will be
presented daily at noon in the quad.

ety.

Se
Wright said, “We

rag

Wright, Cypress resident director and adviser to the Resident Program Board.
Maureen Welsh, drug and alcohol consultant for the residence halls, said, “The
main focus is just that word — aware —

“One of our worst

tion of the deeper problems of use in soci-

Ripe

of alcohol (use),” said Amy

is needed because
cohol awareness
“anything that makes it (alcohol use) more
visible (and) makes people think” is needed.

tere

awareness

an al- than at other schools, but is simply a reflect, said

physical education

“I would guess that maybe you would be
looking at somewhat the same numbers in

OE

“We're not getting out there telling
people, ‘Do not drink. You can’t drink. It’s
bad for you.’ All we want to do is raise the

She said alcohol use at HSU isn’t worse

for the
Lynn Warner, health coordinator

problem with alcohol and/or drugs.

RE

Week begins Sunday, and the events planned
for HSU will stress responsible drinking

coordinator,
physical education department

é

National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness

A

Lynn Warner

abuse.

Stydrinking
i danye
10 peevens
wo© 12 portent of
have some kind of

PROBE

‘One of our worst problems on this campus is alcohol

Welsh
said, “There's some pretty good

Craph by Mark per]

This chart shows the numberof notices to appear in court for being drunk

and the number of drunk driving arrests in Arcgta from May to Dec.,1967.

ways the Lumberjack (Days) Committee
has come up with to alleviate the alcohol

have been successful.”
UPD will increase its manpower during

eee

by Kie Relyea
Stat writer

a

ETD,

ce

SEDI

to stress responsibility, not abstention

Lumberjack
Days, Parrish said.

Residence halls raising awareness

of alcohol use.
Maureen Welsh, drug and alcohol
consultant for the residence halls, explained
the goals of the program.
“It has one primary goal, and that is simto take an
ply to encourage the participants
honest look at their own drinking or drug

use.

“The classes, presentation
and information are meant to be factual and non-judgmental.”
It is this non-judgmental aspect of the
program Welsh stresses, as well as the fact
that not drinking is an alternative. Welsh
also said she would like to see an end to

norsis not allowed.

“Underage drinking isn’t tolerated at all.

We deal with them on a really quick basis.”
Dorm residents 21-years-old and older
can drink in their rooms or in a common
area if the majority of residents on one floor
are over 21 and vote to do so.
Wright said the Housing Department
deals
with violators on a case-by-case
basis.
:
on the person
and whether
they’ve done this before, we discuss what
the consequences will be if this happens

again,”
she said.
Residents could be placed on probation,
“which is basically
saying, ‘If you have one

more incident, regardless of what it is, we
have the
for removal from the
residence halls,’” Wright said.

may be a lot of things for a lot
“Drinking

She said Housing doesn’t have a lot of
students removed from the dormseach year.
“It’s not that big of a number. Usually,

is a game. I'd like to see drinking games on
all campuses not be quite so ‘in,’” Welsh

removing them from the residence hall is
(for) a more serious offense than just drinking. There’s other behaviors involved with

games.

of people, but the one thing it shouldn't be
said.

i~nnw*en

es

0

7

eee

said Housing attempts to work with the

it.
“If somebody gets caught drinking two
or three times in their room, it’s not grounds
for removal.”

residents.
“We don’t just say, ‘You have a drinking
problem, get out of the resident dorms.’”
There are about 15 people involved in the
four-week program and the response has

been positive overall, Welsh said.
also utilizes the dorm living

Housing also has the alternative
of giv-

group advisers to watch for signs of exces-

ing residents community work or referring
them to the alcohol education program.

sive alcohol use and to patrol the areas on
weeknights
and weekends.

Striving for excellence ...
TheLumberjack
corrects all significant errors of fact brought
to the editor’s attention. If you feel an error has been made, write to
The Lumberjack,
Nelson Hall East 6.
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California laws; therefore, drinking by mi-

a an

No one needs to raise the Housing Department’s awareness of alcohol.
Last spring the department established a
prodrug and alcoho! prevention/education
gram to help dorm residents who have a

eset ae

Staff writer

eee

by Kle Retyea

Welsh said referral to the program doesn’t
indicate residents
have a problem.
“We don’t know that. But (they're referred) because there’s a behavior attached
to a use of alcohol or another substance or
because there was an infraction of a rule.
“On that kind of a non-judgmental,
objective level someone is then referred to
me,” Welsh said.
Regardless
of the action taken, Wright

Welsh said she doesn’t know to what extent drinking games exist in the dorms.
Amy Wright, Cypress resident director
and adviser to the Resident Program Board,
said alcohol use in the dorms is governed by

ng

Students encouraged to ‘take an honest look at their own drinking or drug use’
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Work Days of ’20s become play days of ‘80s
All Work Day and no Play Day makes

"Jack a dull student.

People at HSU knew that long before

Lumberjack
Days was created in 1959.
HSU began holding Work Day and Play
Day celebrations
in the 1920s. Those annual events evolved into the All-College
Picnic in 1950 before changing into Lumberjack Days.

Work Day was created around 1925.

Men, in teams of faculty and students,
competed in events such as road repairing,
and repairing the fish
hoeing, landscaping
hatchery.
Women’s activities consisted of clean-

ing the women’s smoking room, fixing lunch
for everyone and cleaning up after lunch.
Play Day also surfaced in the late °20s
with games including the human burden
race, jump rope race and kiddie car race.
Play Day continued into the late ’40s.
In the 1940s, Work Day was sandwiched
between a faculty variety show in the moming and a barn dance in the evening.
The All-College Picnic replaced Work
and Play days in 1950.
First-year Lumberjack Days activities
included water ballet, relay races, competitive donkey-riding and a beard-growing
contest.

~

The 1960s Lumberjack Days activities
included “Bull of the Woods,” “Queen of
the Woods” and “Ugly Professor” compe-

HSU Athletics Director Chuck Linde-

HSU in '67 and '68,
menn, who attended
scomWoods”
er
of the
mb
the “Bull
reme
comtwo
version,
original
the
In
s.
petition
to
tried
and
gloves
petitors donned boxing
punch each other off a log.
“There were some pretty good fights,”
he said. The winner stayedon the log to
face the next challenger.
Inthe ’60s Lumberjack Days “were much
more focused on the forestry events” than

it is today Lindemenn said.
He also said alcohol was not soldat the
event and was “handled a lot more discreetly.”
By 1978, Lumberjack Days had evolved
into nearly its present state, with rock bands
playing in Loggingtown and the current
mix of events and games.
The final event that year was a “burning
of the town” bonfire.
There were two Lumberjack Days cele-

ing
celethe spring
brationsin 1986. Follow
bration, the university switched to the present semester system, and the first fall Lumberjack Days was held in October 1986.

East European Restaurant
® Continued from page 1

e Entrees from Poland, Yugoslavia,

USSR, Hungary, etc.
e Menu changes weekly

O-Bento

Hours:

Sunday and Monday 5 p.m. - 10 p.m.
Saturday 10 p.m. - 2 a.m.
739 « 10 th Street » Arcata - 826-2064

Your One Stop Hair Care
at the

Men

Piercing

|

Women

:
Children

HAIR
eeU
822-4698

Cut includes shampoo
and

eEar

=. Walk-ing Welcome

eHighlights
eColors

or three years. I wanted to get some teach-

ing experience and prove I could hold a
job,” Roelofs said.

ePerms

He said he really wanted to teach at a

Unientawe ‘Square

conditioning

Early morning & evening by appointment

i

Sis.

from Michigan State University.
“He was never as fanatical about fishing
as I was. It was usually because of my
insistence that we went,” Roelofs said.
Roelofs took a couple of courses from
his father when he attended Michigan State.
He said the class sizes were small, so everyone knew he was the professor’s son. The
situation put pressure on both of them and
he always felt he had to do well.
If the award had been given when his
father was a teacher “he could have very
well gotten it. He was a superb teacher. He
was the Outstanding Teacher in the College of Agriculture at Michigan State three
different times,” Roelofs said. “I’ve always wanted to see whether my career
would developto that kind of recognition.”
Although he idolizes his father and is
following in his footsteps, “there has never
been any pressure on his part” for me to be
just like him.
Roelofs is also the director of Research
for the North Umpqua Foundation, a nonprofit organization. The Umpqua, located
near Crater Lake in Oregon, comes out of

the Cascades Range.
“It’s a famous river. Hemingway fished
it. Zane Grey fished it,” Roelofs said.
Roelofs said he loves the Umpqua River.
He married his wife, Erica Upton, on the
river.
“She is 100 percent supportive of my
fishing, but she isn’t as rabid about it as I

am,” he said.

Japanese Restaurant

@

a
i.

i

larger university, but fell in love with
Humboldt.
Roelofs said HSU is “a superbly located
institution. There is no other university in
the world that has a better location than
Humboldt, because we have such a tremenn drive
dous variety of water withi
an hour’s
from here.”
As akid, he and his father went fishing a
lot. His father is a retired fisheries professor

t"

Ewer

2

eye

known institution for fisheries, the award
did a lot for its national profile.
Roelofs said HSU is highly regarded in
because “a lot of big names in fisheries
part
|
with one or more degrees have been prodof HSU. There are some jobs that are
ucts
only announced at HSU because they
(employers) want Humboldt products
working on their jobs.”
He said the reason for this is that HSU
fishery students get a lot of practical experience, which sets them aside from their
competitors.
Roelofs has a bachelor’s degree in fisheries from Michigan State University in East
Lansing, a master’s in engineering from the
University of Washington in Seattle and a
doctorate in fisheries from Oregon State
University in Corvallis.
“When I first came to Humboldt in 1970,
I really didn’t expect to stay more than two

O-Bento

¢ Sushi Bar
¢ Delicious Noodle Dishes

¢ Japanese Garden
¢ Take Out

4 pe. Vegetarian SUstih.scccsesrun$2.65
8 pe. California Roll..cnoon5-60

.

Uy

| Miso SOUP. canseeoue
_ok.

Jacoby’s Storehouse. 34

ehoalt
Bat7s

4

2.

739 10th St., Arcata

826 - 2064

Between G and H

ul

Open 7 days

The Plaza, Arcata
822-7782

Hours:

Tues. - Thurs.

11:30
- 2, 5-9

Fri. - Sat.
11:30
- 3, 5-10

Sat. night cafe
10 p.m. - 2 a.m.
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The HSU A.M. Big Jazz Band

of seven pay $20 to ener, and prizesare Friday
at 12:30 p.m. as the first

awarded to the top three in each event. The

deadline
to enter is 4 p.m. today.

seems dhieeel godine

r

Entertainment Coordinator Vicki Allen

events will be held on the field said the types of music played will include
Graves House on Union Street, Cait oo

Scott, Lumberjack Days commitee for

estry representative,
.

é

mem

pulp toss at 10 a.m. Saturday.
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The Associated Students’ .
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hibiting business transactions with com- for.
South

panies dealing with the state «

Africa may be eliminated next week.

Dew one. TAD

Dry-land birling will replace water birling, an event in which two competitors

‘|

stand on a floating log and try to dislodge

|

their opponent without hitting each other.

“Fern Lake is too dry,” Scott said. “Now

whet Ye

“No one’s saying that we want to be

lassic

perform original new wave at 9:30 p.m.

— Dr. Ross and the Hell Hounds will play
Ahn
Saturday
sop
9:30. Allen said the

socially irresponsible.”

;
;

has releasedan

aie wale

Adie.

for us last year,” she

aoe

] that Lumberjack Days is in the fall, there’s said. “They did a great job.”
not enough water. We've set up what we

;
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will be

— Safe rides for intoxicated

call
a dry-land birler.”

provided Friday and Saturday from 8 p.m

argued that a wording technicality is not | and bucking (sawing).

will work with Students Against Driving

‘

the social responsibility clause in the sufficient cause for removal.
|
“Youdon’t
have to be a forester and you Drunk to give free rides within the city of
to have done it before,” Scott Arcata, said Mitch Early, director of Y E.S.
“We don’t want to throw out the baby | don’t have
ee
budget language.

;
'

are the pulp toss, caber toss to midnight. Youth Educational Services
The Student Legislative Council will Those against deleting the resolution | Other events

;

decide Monday whether or not to rescind

Adopted
in 1986, the social
ad

“ ~- shall

not

knowingly

responsibil- with the bath water,” said Lou Richards, | said. “We provide
the equipment.”

invest in banks or

pleased with the language of the matter at

intent.”
_ DeWitt Dearborn, public relations dimay not be invested in companies con- “rector, said he had spoken with some 30
ducting business in the state of Souk people “anda majority want wohee" the.
ssa discrimination on the ntow
A.S. fi
race,religion or sex. Therefore,

ee

meen

C onnec

Hair

e

Th

resolution.
Councilwoman Christine “Wentholt
At Monday’s meeting SLC chairmat
James Conroy emphasized that the legal- added “‘it is unwise for us just to rescind it
ity, not the intent, of the resolution ‘wasat ‘with nothing there to take its place.”
During open forum, Kelli Wainscoat,
issue,
“Ts this resolution legal, or isit not?” he one of about 20 audience members, sug~

asked, “That’ what een

:

Always cut the way.you. want it

companies which “practice, condone or ‘hand, fix i. but don't detract from the

Africa,

Special Projects.

(pS

are dis-representative-at-large. “If people

oa

| soft wash and wear waves
Streets

112th andG

ti

i
;

.

On

highlights

,

ear piercing

:

822-5720

Arcata

the motion for at feasta
Q gested postponing

: ‘week to give students a chance to find out
» about the issue.
who sn
sy euchotien die sacle. . “T think you need a lot of student input
said the 1986 council had “usurped its just by the fact that you on the (council).
power” in adopting it, because the resolu- =
eas polarized positions | about it,” :

i

tion specifies that the A.S. (not the

SLC phe

:

The issue will again be discussed at 7

p.m. Monday in Nelson Hall East, room.
106. Anyone may attend. SLC members.
may be contacted beforehand at Nelson
Hall East, room 113.
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shall adhere to the policy.
“They're assuming that they (the SLC)
can speak for the entire Associated Students without putting it on the ballot,”
Buppert said. He said he wishes toseethe

said.

Soft Bras, Underpants, Tank

30% OFF Selected esas
October 13th thru 16th

Register to win a $100 Gift Certificate at both stores

808 G Street W Arcata & On the Plaza
4822-77324
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stringed instruments
cod )8=—s repaired
«=

1027 | Street « Arcata
822-6264

October Specials
Martin/Sigma Dm2
Steel String Guitar
Nylon String Classical

$175

Guitars, New and Used

from $50

Yamaha 4-channel

Powered PA Mixer

$200

used w/ case

$400

Fender “Tell”
w/ tweed case
Baritone Sax, Conn

$600

Tenor Saxes New and Used
Flutes... New and Used
from $125
Fender P-Bass

_

Reductio
* Transparns
encies
Resumé

Repro juctions

——

$500
Electric Guitars,

new and used

_ from $75

Repairs, Rentals, Books

Get A’s and Bs for your ents,
anda CD for yourself
Trya Macintosh today-you
may win aSony Discman.
Now that a new school year is
under way, we have an idea that'll

make both you and your parents
feel a bit more confident come
finals time:

Get a Macintosh’ computer to

help with your homework.
Then you'll never have to spend
another all-nighter retyping a paper
ust to purge a few typos and
dangling modifiers. You'll be able to
crank out assignments that look as
though you bribed a friend in art
school. And with an amazing new
program called HyperCard"—which
just happens to come packaged
with every Macintosh —you can
easily store, organize, and crossreference research notes to your
heart's content.

Nee

\BOOK
STORE

spe, the fgple ee: WyperCan, snd Tsetse,

And if that isn't enough reason
to look at a Macintosh today, here's
another:

Right now, you have three
chances to win one of Sony's
Discman™ CD players— including
the exciting Sony Pocket Discman,
which also plays the new 3-inch

So come in and get your hands
on a Macintosh.

If not for yourself, do it for

your folks.

&.

The power to be your best."

CDs. And even if you miss out on

the CD player, you may still win

one of 15 Apple T-shirts. No
strings attached—just fill out
a registration form at the
location listed below.

Hours:

Mon-Thurs 8:00-6:00p.m.
Friday 8:00-4:30p.m.

closed Saturday& Sunday

id “The power to be your best" traders of Apple Compuse, ix: Sony Dacman ss wademart of Sony Comporon No purchase neceary Odds depend on numberof ener. Se you campus Apple reste for complee conten deals. Paes may vary rom produ shown.
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County businesses invest in HSU’ $ future
OES
Pet OR NS Ae? NE RINNE
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Partnership Campaign:

DTS

Donors ao
ond

i

100

paign, HSU’s recruiters would not have
the “demonstrable
success of our outreach

eee

out the money provided by the cam-

$28,924

* = 1988 projected
goals ChysGraph
by Chis Walker

program.”

McCrone, one of the founders of the
campaign, said
the idea for the partnership

Ss

County businesses.
“*A lot of people in the business community have come to realize now that the
university is a means to economic growth,”
said Jan Petranek, university relations
development director, referring to Humboldt County businesses from Scotia to
Trinidad that invest in the campaign.
This impact is realized through a “‘confluence” of several factors which include
an $8,000 impact per student which, when
multiplied by 6,800 students, contributes
roughly $50 million plus the financial impact
of the university faculty and staff on the
economy, said Sean Kearns, acting director
of public affairs.
In its fifth year of operation, Partnership
Campaign members anticipate contributions of more than $80,000 to the campus in

1963
(171)

Please see Partnership page 9

ata

HSU’s trend of increasing enrollments

means future profits for some Humboldt

1964
(203)

i
+ ore

Staff writer

financial support not provided by the state.
The organization
is an annual funding drive
started by local business and university
members to generate money for student
recruitment
and academic
When the program was founded in 1983
there wasn’t the statewide recruitment
program the university enjoys today,
Petranek said.
He said state funds were available at °°
that time, but were not enough to
cover the expenses of a recruiter
traveling to high schools, COM- Ayber
munity colleges andcollege fairs
of 200
statewide.
donors
“(The Partnership Campaign)
has a tremendous impact,” HSU
President Alistair McCrone said. With-

Community
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Measure A may bail out
county jail overcrowding
expenses like employee wages and fringe
benefits.
Supervisor Erv Renner said voters
shouldn’t worry.
“The board has made a commitment
that

by Jerry Sena
Staff writer
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Deuk knocks Duke
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Governor George Deukmejian visited Eureka Monday to campaign for Vice President
George
Bush, and criticized Democratic
as an envifront of about 200 people atthe Redwood Acres Turt Club. Portraying Bush
ronmentalist, he argued that It Is better to explore for offshore oll now than to waitfor |
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Overcrowding at the Humboldt County
Jail has Sheriff
David Renner lobbying for
a new jail, and a November ballot measure
gives voters a chance to see that he gets it.
Measure A would raise the sales tax in
Humboldt County by 0.5 percent. The résulting revenue, according to county supervisors, would go primarily to the construction of a proposed 336-bed, $23.5 million

the half-cent sales tax will be used for the
construction and operation of a jail,” he
said.

jail facility.

from increased collection of fines.

But the ordinance to be enacted if MeasureA is passed does not require lawmakers
to use the money for a new jail.
The ordinance,
passed by the Board of
in
a
4-0
vote Aug. 16, was
5
as a general revenue source to make
the money available for county operating

The Board of Supervisors
has stated its
only concem is to have a jail built as quickly
as possible.
A pamphlet published by the supervisors
said a measure aimed specifically
at build-

The measure would also allow the county

to push back spending limits already im-

posed by the state. The cap would be raised
by $7.5 million to allow the spending of the

$4.1 million expected in tax revenues.

Another $3.4 million is expected tocome

Please see Meaeure
A page 9

gain self-supporting
employment, said Patricia Gra-

by Stacey Keaffaber

melspacher, co-director of Grassroots Resources and

meeting where
SaNwiceoe attend an orientation
Greater avenues —~
Some HSU students are concerned that they may not into. Some
need to go into remedial
educaGon or Engh clases; oer can sip da ep and go
inh nei csncaion
NOt SO great FOM wai
These are students who, because they have children _ into “job club” — a workshop designed to help people
Referral, a welfare rights service on campus.

itis decided which of three categories they should be put

HSU

students

over 6-years-old and receive Aid to Families with

with techniques in successful job hunting.

state program, Greater Avenues for Independence.

involving

Dependent Childe, must gointoanewiy mplemented

‘The third possi is the “wef -inkited program,”

GAIN is a statewide program that began in some

program
doesn’t have to be di-

rectly connected with the Social Services Department,

counties as early as 1985 and in Humboldt County last

.

June. The program is designed to help AFDC recipients
¥

been

3
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oe
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by Mary Burdine
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Enrollment increase brings economic growth
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‘It (G.A.IN.) really limits your possibilities. It could help

woven

jae But tnt

but those who are
s,
pant
the
in
kick
a
need
who
ple
—Heo
ow
’tall
doesn
which
m,
progra
the
sh
tofini
already self-motivated it only limits’

G.A IN. encourages participants togoto

Joseph Shermis

d a
a two-year vocational program insteaof

AFOC recipient

four-year university, AFDC recipient Jo-

Shermis said
He said he was concerned whenG.A.IN.
was implemented because he has a 3-yearold child, but still needs two more years to

get his degree in social science and then
wants to gethis teaching credential.G.A.IN.

he said.
motivated it only limits,”
.
could make his goal difficult.
Resource and
ts
Grassroo
start
He helped
“It (G.A.IN.) really limits your possibilid inperceive
the
to
ties. Itcould help people who need a kick in Referral in “response

the pants, but those who are already selfbut must be one that trains the participant

~
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Munchies..

HAPPY

HOUR
4 P.M. TIL THE END
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THE GAME
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You won't notice

SPORTS

any ai
but your

country

will.

But it will make a difference
country. So when
to your
turn 18, register with
you

Tee andustelu

[2th

fall of 1987 with a lottery funds grant.

Originally catering to those involved in
G.A.IN., it now offers peer a
workformation about aid programs
s are
service
free
shops for everyone. The
provided by a volunteer staff of welfare re-

Pamela J. Isaac of the state Social Services Department and G.A.IN. program in
Eureka, said G.A.IN. is a compromise bill
between liberals who recognized the need
andconion
to land ajob,
inordercat
foredu

servatives who wanted all able AFDC re-

cipients to work.

“If (the liberals) had put in the bill their
six or eight years of education it never

@
AY th

L.K. Wood Boulevard, was started in the

cipients.

“FREE HOT DOGS”
Big-screen TV..

justices of the G.A.IN. program.
GRRR, located in the Wagner House on

oust

Inn

LOUNGE

Jotn our team every Monday night for

becting big-screen football action
hot dogs & Fun!!!

| \ scstsmonease )

Street Market & Liquors
an

822-2805
922-1127 Dal Porto’s Deli
in Arcata
Corner of 4th and H Streets

° Home Cooked Foods
° Great Sandwiches

° Imported and Domestic Beers

Co

° Groceries ° Liquors ° Wines

_

° Keg Beer — Imported and Domestic}

k Days Specials
Coors 12 packs $5.49
Light Gold Regular
Lowenbrau 6 packs $2.99
Light or Dark
Our Sandbox Lunch
Sandwich, Salad and Dessert $3.79

__

would have passed. If (the conservatives)

said ‘no education’ it never would have
G.AIN. will pay for two years to get you

a job where youcan become self-sufficient.
to goon to school, there are
If you then want

loans and grants and ways for people to

continue their education,” she said.
However, there is an allowance inG.A.IN.
for college students who don’t finish within

two years.

a week ina
If they work at least 15 hours
deferred
be
can
they
work-study program

from the program, but that also means some
of their aid will be cut, Shermis said.
It is not just those in a four-year univer-

sity who are dissatisfied; many who go

aren’t happy
through the job club programs
either, Gramelspacher said.
“There just aren’t enough jobs in Humboldt County that pay enough, so people
end up in ‘prep jobs,’ sweeping the floor,”
Gramelspacher said.
Participants get placed in a “prep job” if
they are unable to get a job during the 90day job search portion of “job club.”
The program is supposed to help train an
individual so the next time they go through
job search they have a better chance to get
a job allowing them to get off aid.
But Isaac disagrees. Of the AFDC recipients who went straight to job club, about 50
percent have jobs and are off aid, which is
about consistent with statewide statistics
and possibly even better, she said.
“We never place a person in a dead-end

job

“If someone wants to go into computer
programming, they would never be given a
job raking leaves. Participants are placed in
jobs that are consistent with their career
goals,” she said.

|AT@ YOU experienced?
Show the world what you’ve got. The
Lumberjack Laserwriter Typesetting
Service can create a resumé just for
you. Call 826-3259 for information.

:

(

shower curtains in clear pastels and patterns

for your selection.
| Hooks
Liners

ubbles
~eeeeen

Bath Pillows

2:

1031
H ST.

822-3450

Measure A
¢ Continued from page 7

ing a jail would require a two-thirds vote. erally first time offenderwho
s

jail. Eagles has noted many _from jail,” Renner
said.

Measure A, as it is written, would require a__ work off their sentences
durmajority.
ing the day.

are serving
only 50 percent of

The call for a new jail was prompted by = Even though these

their

sentences

There is no organized opposition to the
tax increase proposal.

Merc
whoha
are the
mosts,
likely to
nt

a serious overcrowding problem.
programs, and oth_ The present jail has a capacity of 195 ers like them, have
inmates, but sheriff's office records show _ freed the jail of up
the jail population averaged 191 in 1986. to 250 prisoners,

while misdemeanor suffer from the measure, are more conoffender
are cited
cerned with bookkeeping difficulties ins
and released.
volved with the tax than with any resulting
Supervisor Ren- lost revenues.

the jail’s cells.
_ Recently, in an attempttoreduce crowd-

that the public’s the county,” said Jack Nash, a Eureka busisafety may be in ness owner and member of the Eureka

Some
as many
as 227me
inmatessfilled the jail remains
ti

ner is concerned — “We don't want to be tax collectors for

filled to capacity.
—_ Several citizens

ing, several programs were introduced as _ groupsare backing
alternatives to lock-up, including: a work the jail funding

crew which picks up litter along the high-

ways; home detention, a program which
electronically monitors minimum security

prisoners within their own homes; and the

Sheriff's Work Alternative Program.

question.
.“We'’vehadsev-

measure. Hum-

craltragediesinthe

_boldt Citizens for
Safety, headed by

chairman

Business Improvement District Association. -

“We know that the jail is needed and

county
where. everheyt
said,hi
“butI ng
don’t ,”
think anydrunk drivershave one appreciates the paperwork involved in

Garry

Eagles, have led

goneoutandkilled

something like that.”

being

the new jail in operation by 1991.

someone

Prisoners assigned to S.W.A.P. are gen- _ the drive foranew

Partnership

after

Supervisor Renner said he hopes to see

released

—-

¢ Continued from page 7

came out of an advisory board meeting asa _ volunteers in the local business and profes-

means of reaching students “for whom an

°The University Library, for general

sional commwho
makeit
up theypart- support ($4,240)
un

educational experience like Humboldt
would be ideal,” but who otherwise could

nership.
“It’s a large organizational effort on our

recruiter travel expenses.
“Eighty-five percent
of our students come
from outside of Humboldt County. The
university has to have the means to get to
those students,” Petranek said.
McCrone said not only the business community,
but also university faculty
and staff
contribute to the campaign. It’s a true partnership. The community
has been generous
in its response and it’s an investment in the
community too,” McCrone said.
Petranek said in 1983 there was a “feeling” in the community that it was time for
the community and the university to have a
Closer relationship.
“They hadn’t really done that before,” he
said.
Today there are six co-chairs, positions
which rotate in new business and professional leaders each year, and more than 70

talking to (about) 700 businesses and professional offices in Humboldt County. It
takes a heck of a lot of organization,” said
Petranek, who coordinates the campaign
from the university side.
Campaign volunteers go into the community for two monthsof the year to generate contributions for the campaign. The
current campaign began Sept. 14.
Petranek said the 1988 Partnership
Campaign will close Nov. 15 with
a breakfast.
About half of the money raised during
the campaign goes toward student recruitment while the other half is slated for academic programs. Some of the programs
receiving contributions over the last two
years were:
eThe Museum of Natural History (which
received $15,000)

KVIQ-TV inEureka, said of the five schol-

arships given to local high school students

*CenterArts ($4,000)
at the campaign’s Sept. 14 opening.
The College of Business and Technol“Ultim
withoutat
jobs, el
the North
Coast
y,

not be reached due to lack of funds for part working with 70 voluntee
whors
are ogy ($4,750).

Last year the campaign raised $78,100in
support funds for the university from 284
donors. Thus far this year there are 300
donors and $20,000 in financial contribution commitments, Petranek said.
:
“If Humboldt County is to maintain itself
as acommunity, we have to provide higher
educational opportunities. These young
people are our future,” Pattison Christenson, vice president and general manager of

— the Pacific Northwest — will lose the

fine future leaders of tomorrow,” said
Christenson,
one of the 1988 Partnership

1988 co-chair Carl Pellatz, vice presi-

dent of Freeman-Ma
Insurance
tsen
Agency,

said he believes “we as business people

take things from the community,
but you

have to give something of yourself back.

“The college contribute
a vital parts to

the
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Wash
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Dry FREE!!!

Fresh Baked Breads # Breakfast Pastries

Hot Chocolate % Cider # Espresso Coffees % Cafe Seating

Open 7-9 Daily
5000 Valley West Center
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Whitney Biennial Film Exhibition on campus

Festival to screen unconvential movies
will be shown in the Kate Buchanan Room.
A matinee is scheduled for Oct. 23, at
noon. All programs during the six-week

by P.J. Johnston
Staff writer

event are free to HSU students, $2 general.
Tonight’s installment of the Whitney
Biennial Film Exhibition features “The Man
Who Envied Women,” an offbeat comedy
about sex and power.
The exhibition, which began with three
short films last week, brings the best of
contemporary independent cinema to HSU.
Wednesday nights at 7:30 through Nov. 9.
The work of non-mainstream media artists

Since 1932, the curators at the Whitney
Museum
in New York have selected
“the
most notable characteristics in American
art” for their biennial exhibitions.
This year’s
exhibition features 13 films, representing
the best independent
work of the last two
years.
HSU is one of 28 institutions
around the
world to host the festival.
“These films are for people who'd like to

see what goes on in cinema outside of Hollywood. They're very different,” said thea-

discuss her film and the nature of independ-

ter arts

“These films are more
viewer than traditional movies,”

prof

Ann Skinnes-Jones.

The
arts departmentis co-sponsoring the event with CenterArts.
Indeed, these films are very different.
John G. Hanhardt, curator for the Whitney
Museum, tried to “cover a wide range of
stylistic, technological
and social concerns”
in making his selections.
Each of the films
shun Hollywood conventions and restrictions, both in subject matter and technique.
Last Wednesday’s program included
three experimental short works.
“Cinderella” by Erika Beckman is a wild
reformulation of the famous fairy tale, using abstract imagery, weird songs and animation to drive home its feminist commen-

tary.
“The Visit” by Leandro Katz challenges
the conventional techniques of filmmaking
by combining morbid slapstick comedy, a
nebulous
plot structure and innovative cine-

matography.

Yvonne Rainer’s comedy, “The Man Who Envied Women,” is one of the

The most interesting of last week’s fare
was Stephanie Beroes’ “The Dream
Screen,” which blurs the lines between
documentary and psychological drama, as
it tells the story of silent-screen star Louise
Brooks. Pitting clips from Brooks’ role in
G.W. Pabst’s “Pandora’s Box” (1929)
against new footage and insightful narration, Beroes examines the femme fetale
image and the stereotypes of women.
Beroes was at Wednesday’s screening to

ent filmmaking.

on the

the audience in the Kate Buchanan Room,
“but often they have more to offer.”
Tonight’s movie, a feature-length
work
by avant-garde filmmaker
Yvonne Rainer,
Se
the Whitney festival.
Early in the film, Jack, a promiscuous
professor, is reading a “Playboy” with his
back to the audience when Rainer appears
on screen. The filmmaker takes off her
glasses, turns to the audience
and asks all
menstruating women to leave the theater.
She then gives a short dissertation
explaining the fearful effect of the “mysterious
menses” on the delicate, impressionable
male psyche.
This is just one of many off-the-wall moments in Rainer’s film, which, according to
San Francisco Chronicle’s Judy Stone,
“bombards the viewer with words and images linking sex and cinema, sex and politics, sex and the marketplace, sex and the
subconscious, sex and international relations, sex and dance.”
“In New York.or San Franci

exposed to independent ciSE

the

emerging artists, but not in fairly rural areas
like ours,” Skinner-Jones said.
The Whitney Biennial Film Festival provides North Coast residents an opportunity
to see what’s out there.

independently produced contemporary American films in the exhibition.

Bayou band brings Cajun spice to HSU;
Friday night Fulkerson concert sold out
TTR

by Xan Bernay
Staff writer

Louisiana is famous for Mardi Gras, gumbo and Beausoleil.
Called “Louisiana’s
leading ambassador of Cajun music” by The Washington Post, Beausoleil continues to be a
driving force in Cajun music.
Cajun music is traditional French folk music passed
down from early French settlers in Nova Scotia called

Acadians. The British forcibly

about 4,000 of

these people to Louisiana in 1775. They settled near Bayou
Teche and their descendants became known as Cajuns.
They brought their music and food with them which was
incorporated
into the Louisiana culture.
The Cajun music of today is a blend of traditional music,

rhythm and blues and zydeco.
Beausoleil’s founder Michael Doucet said in a book by

Barry Ancelet, “The Makers of Cajun Music,” that a visit
to France more than 10 years ago gave him the chance to
“meet some people who influenced me very much...people

who accepted Cajun music as the new folk music, something really beautiful.

“Whenever I had dealt with Cajun music before it had

always been related to older people and how things were.
Here were serious musicians in their twenties playing and
relating to Cajun music in terms of what it could be.”
Please see Beausolell
page 13

Loulsiana’s Beausoleli, led by fiddler Michael Doucet, far right, performs le classic Cajun rhythmeon

campus. The band was nominated for a Grammy award in 1965 for their song “Zydeco Grie-Grie.”

-
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Moore Lappé rips conservatives]
challenges many hunger myths

&

by Dina Marroquin
Staff writer

Charlaine Davie

perfo rm in the Ferndale Repertory Theater's
The cast of “Stee! Magnolias”

100th production in Its 17 years In Humboldt County.

Ferndale Rep Theater

Play ope

by Charlaine Davis
Staff writer
The Ferndale Repertory Theater opens
its 17th season with the California premiere
of “Steel Magnolias,” a comic drama that
June of 1987.
in New York since
has played
The play also marks the 100th production
in the history of the Ferndale theater.
“Steel Magnolias” is setin a beauty parlor in the small town of Chinquapin, La.
The play gives the audience glimpses into
the lives of the parlor’s two operators and
fourof their regular Saturday-morning customers.

The play begins with a great deal of
comic energy as we meet each character.
The smooth delivery of the lines keeps the
audience laughing almost continuously
the first scene as the characters
comment on each other, their town and

ns season
themselves.
Bonnie Jean Bareilles is energetic as
Truvy, the beauty shop owner with a sympathetic ear for neighborhood gossip.
Marge Winters also gives a stage-stealing performance as Ouiser, the crotchety
neighborhood complainer.
As a comic drama, “Steel Magnolias”
has its more serious moments as well. If

there are any weak points in the play, they
would be the dramatic scenes. The cast
seems to enjoy the comedy much more and
the seriousness of the drama does not always come through with the same intensity
as the lighter moments. At times, the transition from comedy to drama is uncomfortably abrupt and the audience is not sure

if it should be laughing or serious.

A notable exception to this is in the
show’s final scene. Marilyn McCormick
(M’Lynn) delivers a beautiful performance
Please see Magnolias
page 13
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President Reagan and the conservatives
have misinterpreted the meaning of the
y,
said Francis
terms freedom and democrac
Moore Lappé during a speech in Van
Duzer Theater Sunday evening in front of
a capacity crowd.
Theconservatives of the world consider
freedom to be an “unlimited accumulation
of private property,” Lappé said. She said
she feels private property can serve freedom only if it serves the common good.
Lappé is the author of several books
about food and world hunger. Her first
book, “Diet For a Small Planet,” writtenin
1971, brought the political and
to the
socio-economic aspectsof the issue
book
the
In
scene.
hunger
the
of
t
forefron
d
she argues that eating combine vegetable
proteins instead of meat frees up acreage

for agriculture.
Lappé grew up in Texas in the late
1960s. As she grew older she discovered
“that there were burning questions inside
t
how close
me that needed answering...jus
are we to the earth’s limits?”
She researched the subject of hunger
and distributed a one-page handout on the
subject, which eventually became “Diet
For a Small Planet.”
Julia Child of the soybean
the ame
“T bec
circuit,” she said. Lappé was suddenly in
demand as the topic of hunger hit a peak in
the mid-’70s.
In 1974 Lappé attended a conference on
world hunger in Rome. She said she was
disillusioned by the conference because
she found a false diagnosis on the issue of
hunger in Rome.
“The mystification of the experts up
there (in Rome), the ones supposed to take

care of business...they weren’t.”
VISUAL

+

PERFORMING

ARTS

This prompted her to take some action
and do more research on the subject. In
Collins,
Joseph ch
she metear
doing herres
r
Togethe
1975.
a development expert, in
Collins and Lappé cultivated a major
think-tank, the Institute for Food and
Development Policy, which challenges
many myths about hunger.
The institute, anon-profit organization
which does not seek governmental aid, is
dedicated to investigating agricultural and
food policies as well as determining the
root causes of hunger in a world where
—
hunger should not exist.
and Collins have written other
books together, including “Food First:
Beyond the Myth of Scarcity,” which
claims the hunger and poverty that millions of people endure is not inevitable. It
is, instead,the result of an ever-increasing concentration of control over fooding resources.
“Why are we so afraid, so timid?“ she
asks of people who don’t want to get
involved with the hunger issue.
“My hunch is because of the shakiness
of our own values.”
Lappé also bases her hunch on the confusion of the terms of freedom and
democracy in our society.
“We must not confuse institutions with
the reality of democracy,” she said.
“Wherever there is hunger, democracy
has not been fulfilled.”
Humans can change and do something
about the hunger situation, but we must
get over our initial fears, she said.
“We fear that human beings are capable of nothing better. No matter what it
is there is nothing better we can hope
for,” she said.
“How do we change ourselves? By
taking risks...the risk of being controversial, the one risk we have to take.”
Mark

MS

A.

Hise

DDS

Cosmetic bonding
Wisdom Teeth
Nitrous gas-stereo sound
Emergency Care
1 block from HSU Annex

1225BST.

822-5105

Copies
Before
School
When you have a deadline to
meet, depend on Kinko's, the
“open early” copy center.

kinko’s’
1618 G St. Arcata 822-8712
416 K St. Bureka 445-3334
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Beausoleil

oO urrent Clips

eContinued
from page 11

come better and more cohesive with each
-

x

Cajun music for him was like “delving back
into my cultural past.”

new album.”

The Washington
Post said of its 1985
album “Parlez-nous
a boire” that “Michael
Doucet and his superb Cajun band Beausoleil have discovered that the best way to
sustain musical tradition is to skillfully
embroider the past with contemporary

Bay Area trio to play a Brahms’ concert

Although Cajun music is played throughout Louisiana, Ware said it wasn’t always

a
ee
Sunday at 8 p.m. in Fulkerson
Reci
Clarinetist Phyllis Harding and cellist Alan Copeland are musicians in the LivermoreAmador Symphony. The other member of the trio is keyboardist Philip Manwell. He is
at Presbyterian Community Church in Pleasanton, Calif.
of music ministries
director
The event is sponsored by the music department. Admission is free.

like that. Because of laws passed in the
touches.”
1950s, French was not allowed to be spoken and there was a “forced Americaniza- | The band performed regularlyin 1984
and 1985 on Garrison Keillor’s American
tion.”
“In the early '60s it (Cajun music)was Public Radio show “A Prairie Home Companion.” Keillor called Beausoleil “The
difficultto hear, except in rural areas,”
best
Cajun band in the world.”
Ware said in a telephone interview from

La.
Ware said attitudes began to change with

Humboldt Symphony performs tonight
The Humboldt Symphony Orchestra performs tonight at 8 in the the Loleta Fireman’s

Hall.
Rossini’s “The Barber of Seville,” Sibelius’ “Valse Triste” and Beethoven's “Sym-

the civil rights movement when people
began to see there was another part of the

Cajun music has a new-found popularity
because of movies like “The Big Easy” and
“Belizaire
the Cajun.” Beausoleil playson
_ the sound tracks of both films.
Ware said the films “exposed a lot of
to the fact that there is another
for the November 16 “1000 Airplanes on the Roof” performance in Van Duzer
Tickets
culture (French Cajuns)
in America. ”
Theater
go on sale Oct. 24.
Beausoleil
has recorded more than nine
Tickets are $17 general, $15 students and $14 seniors.
albums which all received good reviews.
and
Arcata
in
Store
Outdoor
New
The
Office,
Ticket
University
the
are
outlets
Ticket
Victory Music reviewing their album
The Works in Eureka.
“Allons a Lafayette,” called it a“...a delecFor more information call CenterArts at 826-4411.
°
table package of Bayou delights..their
sound
has always been identifiable and they be-

phony no. 1 in C Major” are scheduled.
The concert is sponsored by the music department. Admission is free.

‘1000 Airplanes’ tickets on sale Oct. 24

The band has played in New York's
Carnegie Hall and at President Carter’s

Inaugural Concert in 1977.

Beausoleil
was nominated for a Grammy
in 1985 for its song “Zydeco Gris-Gris” in
the best ethnic or traditional folk recording
category.
The band will be in Arcata for two days
where, in addition to a concert, it will participate in a program called Artists in the

Schools where it will play for a groupof
elementary school children and teach them
about Cajun music.
The band will play to a sold-out audience

Friday night in Fulkerson Recital Hall at 8.
“Hopefully
people will dance. The band
always functions better when the audience

is dancing,”
Ware said.

Bay Area comedian appearing in Eureka

The Humboldt County Sheriff’s Department presents an evening of free comedy with
High School
Bay Area comic Michael Pritchard on Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the Eureka
t
at 445at the sheriff's departmen
For more information contact Leona Mendenhall

7505.

Chamber music series features pianist

eContinued from page 12
that has the audience reaching for handker-

chiefs. The dramatic parts of this scene
blend much better with the occasional
comedy that lightens
the mood.
Despite its sometimes weaker moments,

“Steel

ias”

is an en

and

moving play that is well worth the drive to

Ferndale. The cast gives a convincing por- .
trayal of a group of women who are dealing
with the ups and downs of their lives. Per-

formances are Thursday through Saturday
nights at 8:15 through Oct. 22. There will
eee
at

.

HSU music instructor Deborah Clasquin will perform “The Fire of Revolutionary
Russia” on Saturday in the Fulkerson Recital Hall as part of the Faculty Chamber

Music series. Tickets are $4 general and $2 students and seniors.

ee

ee

$4.95 precision cut!
with coupon

Regular $6.95
:

VALLEY
O
E
D
I
V
“Watch the Stars Come Out”

open 7 days co week

offer expires 10/31/88

735 8th Street (On the Plaza)es Arcata
826-1959
es es
es es es 0 ©
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Are you like CINDERELLA? Looking for A NEW LIFE ?

ap Ge
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0

Gs Os

and
says this is ATIME OF DESTINY
OR
MILL
THERUM

the BRIGHT LIGHTS, BIG CITY could cause BAD

COSTUME

To find all you're looking for, join LITTLE
E.L.
IIL at Valley Video to welcome
NIKITA and RAMBO
when he finally comes home.

DREAMS.

822-4507

Valley West

Shopping Center
s
Acros
the street
from McDonald’s

in.

REGULAR MOVIES $2.00

NEW ARRIVALS $2.50
@

COCOHHCOOHHEOOOEEES

»

¢ free memberships s
-

free popcorn
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°

®

RENTALS
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COUNTRY
CORNER

2nd & C « Old Town, Eureka
(Across from Chocoholics)
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Fall Produce Is In!
The Co-op has more locally grown and

WE organic produce than anyone else in

New Fall Crop

at Xk Humboldt en

California

4)

Artichokes
Organic
Jack-O-Lantern

Ge al Re

@ad

Fortuna

ae

Organic

Pomegranates

Grand Opening
feekend!
-| October

22nd

&

7

Selected dyes
Sportweight yarns
Greeting cards
Knitting kits
Cotton/acrylic blend yarns
Chirtmas cards
Chirstmas ornaments
Cowechan yarns
Pre-cut rug yarns

and more

23rd

Sale goes through October

October Classes
Arcata

Co-op

First

822-5947
Sth

& I Sts.
NGS
ey
sunday

Consumer

Owned

Grocery

Food

Co-op

st

&

E

Apn

Stores

Sts.
Mon

«
Sat

STrhaver hs

* Anyone

Can

ke} bom

Spinning

725-3395

IdOld
Tow
lOar
ners

Knitting

Fortun

443-6027

* Arcata
Tarot ar
jam

St.

n

Eureka

1468

Mon-Sat

SOT

oral

Anyone

Main

Can

St.

*

9am

melts

Fortuna

Silk Painting
Beadwork

9pm

er

Shop

822-4296 ° ON THE PLAZA *ARCATA

What

the Hell is

the Associated Students anyway?—
typical HSU

student

You are a member of the Associated Students from the moment you
enroll at HSU. You are represented by the Associated Students Govern-

ment, which Is committed to furthering the educational, social and
Cultural interests of HSU students and insuring the protection of thelr
rights and Interests.
The Student Legislative Council (SLC) Is the “Board of Directors’ of the
Associated Students. The SLC Is composed of elected students who

Administrative Services

Adult Re-entry Center
Arcata Community Recycling Center
California State Students Association
Campus Center for Appropriate Technology
CenterArts
Children’s Center

Club and Program Support

represent the AS on issues ranging from student fees, curriculum deve+opment and setting of university policy to assisting the homeless. One
of the councii’s most important responsibilities is the development and
administration of an annual budget of approximately $260,000 allo-

Humboldt Legal Center
KHSU

News

Lumberjack Days

Cated to more than 30 student-oriented
programs.

The SLC Is a respected student voice designed to respond to your
needs.

We welcome your suggestions, ideas and, better yet, your time.

Come by the Associated Students Govemment office in Nelson Hail
East, Room 113 — and get involved.

Paid for by Associated

Students
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Rock climbing interest mounts

The wall will be in the hallway near the
racquetball
courts in the Field House and

byStaffChetstopher
Kelly
writer

_ have beginning, intermediate
and advanced
routes.

In the last three years rock climbing in
Humboldt County has really gotten off the
ground.
The increased interest has affected all
aspects of the sport. Local shops that used:

to have to special order climbing equipment now carry a full line of hardware, and
climbers are coming out with their own
lines of accessories
and gear.
. Poco Bartels, manger of Adventure’s
Edge in Eureka, said two years ago the store
would maybe get one person a week looking at climbing equipment, “Now, it seems
like every day people are checking out
ee
The formation of the Arcata Alpine Club
at HSU is evidence of the ascending popularity of climbing
in the area.

Tim Wilhelm, president of the club, said,
“A few years ago there used to be just two
or three climbers in the area. Now there are
about 20 that climb at least once a week.”

Mark Fishbein, who graduated with a
psychology degree from HSU in 1985, has

started Gravity Sports with his wife as “a

Chris Kelly

Tim Witheim clings to the face of a rock at Moonstone Beach

, & popular

climbing spot. Rock climbing Is a growing sport in Humboldt County

way to keep my mind in (climbing).” The
firm makes climbing hats, jackets, packs
and harnesses and is developing its own
line of hardware.
;
“Last year it was hard to find just one
person (to climb with),” Fishbein said, “but
now you get four guys on a trip.”
The Arcata A Ipine Club has just received

Wilhelm said of the growing popularity,

“Generally it has a good effect. You have
more people looking out for (the good of
the sport). Before, when only a few people
were climbing, they felt like they could do

cen ae
wanted, and

"t

Also, women have become involved in
the sport like never before. Sharon Virquart

has been climbing for two years, since she
talked her sister’s boyfriend into taking her
climbing.

“You have to really think about what
you're doing, and it is a physical activity.

So, the blending of mind and body was
really attractive
to me,” she said.

In the last two years Virquart has noticed

a lot more women have been climbing, or at
least showing
an interest.
The main thing for women interested in
climbing to remember is not to be intimi-

dated, “especially
by the guys. You should

just go for it,” she said.

“TI feel more women who are interested

should just go and try it, and not feellike, ‘I
have to be really strong’ because if you

really want to do it you can do anything you
want to,” she said.
Shelley Fishbein said she relies on finesse and balance more than strength when

climbing.
Virquart,
who has a dance

said, “We both (men and women)

approval to build a climbing wall at HSU.

iG

Piease see Climbing
page 16

Athlete testing

NCAA drug policy seldom applies at HSU
the other in Canada, he said.

by Tony de Garate
Staff writer

HSU will not join the growing number of colleges and
universities
that have instituted
a drug testing program for
their athletes due to questionsof legality, practicality
and
accuracy, Athletics Director Chuck Lindemenn said.
“On one hand I’m scared to death that we may have kids
drugs. But I’m not sure if I
using performance-enhancing
have a basis (for testing) other than what’s going on
nationally and my own paranoia,” he said.
Please see related article page 16

One-third of all National Collegiate Athletic Associa-

Mandatory testing, which occurs at post-season football
games and other championship events, seldom affects

HSU athletes. The Lumberjacks have not been in a bowl

game since 1968, and few other HSU athletes compete on
anational level. Furthermore, the NCAA may decide to test
ata championship event as little as once every three years,
and may select very few athletes for testing, Uryasz said.
“I’ve thought about (a drug testing program for HSU

athletes),” Lindemenn said. “You and I could select an
individual that looked suitably athletic and send him on a
mission to go out for sports here (and find out how to get

steroids). I’m sure it wouldn’t
take 48 hours.
“But our athletes play for the joy of playing, not because
they’re on the track of becoming a professional athlete.

“Here there’s no pot of gold at the end of the rainbow.
“But it still comes down to the perception
of the athlete.
I may have a 20-foot shot putter that’ll do anything to be a
30-foot
shot putter.”
Asked about Canadian sprinter Ben Johnson, who was
stripped of an Olympic
medal last month, Wells said,
“Ben being caught
will be one of the biggest deterrents...
Ben Johnson probably kicked me over the top. I can’t take
for granted that drug use is not occurring.
“We've talked about it among the coaches. We have to
make a point of it that steroids are unacceptable,” he said.

Football Coach Michael Dolby said some of his players
have the potential to make the pros, but rates the chances
of steroid
use as slim.
“We eat, live and sleep together.

We get to know the

players like family. We stay so close with the players that

tion member schools have drug testing programs for their
athletes. More than halfof these are Division I schools, but
all three divisions have taken part, said Director of sports
sciences Frank Uryasz in a telephone interview from

We're a Division II, non-scholarship school. We keep
athletics in balance with academics.
“Are we going to test all our athletes because of what

goes on with the pros?” Lindemenn asked.
Lindemenn said the reliability of the test could be limited

doubt

The NCAA encourages the testing and provides “rough

by the amount of time it would take to have the specimens
analyzed.

using drugs. He coached two years for the Oakland Invad-

NCAA headquarters in Mission, Kan.

guidelines” for its implementation, Uryasz said. “But it

depends on the school. It can be off-season or in-season.”
The schools may have urine samples analyzed at one of

three NCAA labs, two of which are in the United States and

Track Coach David Wells agreed HSU athletes have less

incentive
to use illegal drugs.

“AtUCLA you’ ve got a good chance to go pro,” he said.

we even know when they're having problems with their

Seely

Re

ey

See

ee

ee

t.”

Dolby said he knows what it’s like to be around players
ers of the now-defunct United States Football League,
where he said several players used steroids.
Pigase see Testing
page 16
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teroids in athletics

hort-term

gains with long-term danger

their reputation, anabolic steroids are not magic-

strength pills. More accurately, they could be called “anti-

injury drugs.”

When muscles are exercised, the tiny fibers of which
they are made tear. The body naturally rebuilds these
fibers stronger than they were before the tear.
According
to physical science professor Richard Stepp,
a track athlete for 28 years, steroids make the repair
mechanism work faster, giving athletes in peak training
the ability to work out more intensely more often without
The types of muscles most affected by steroids are those
used for short, intense bursts of energy, not endurance.
Therefore, sports which depend on strength for performance, like weightlifting, football, sprinting and shotput
hold the greatest temptation for top-notch athletes to take
those drugs, Stepp said .
Steroids are of different varieties and forms. Some
steroids, such as cortisone, are found in over-the-counter
creams and ointments to relieve itching and don’t affect
muscle tissue.
_ According to Robert Herb, an assistant professor in the
physical education department, anabolic, or weight and
muscle-building steroids, include testosterone, the primary male hormone which is also naturally present at
comparatively lower levels in women. There are several
kinds of synthetic steroids which can be taken either
orally or by injection.
Steroids were first synthesized in the 1930s and gained
their first widespread use in cattle feed on American
ranches to make steers gain weight faster, Herb said.
Herb also said they were used in Nazi Germany to

oer
term
ONG
with the drugs, setting
athletes
treating
started
researchers
y
off the present-da explosion of steroid use.
Herb said that while steroids hold the promise of bigger,
more powerful muscles, they also hold the peril of devastating side effects.
In men, shrinkage of testicles begins immediately and
continues as long as steroids are taken. This happens
because steroids mimic testosterone, fooling the brain
into perceiving a surplus of the hormone, so it shuts off
production in the testicles.
Some effects do not stop when steroid use stops, and
may not produce symptoms until many years after the
steroids were taken.
The type of steroids taken orally can produce cystic
diseases, cancer and other dysfunctions in the liver and
kidneys. A combination of oral and injectable varieties
may result in severe acne, hair loss and stunted growth by
closureof growth bone plates in young people, according
to biology professor Richard Gilchrist.
Women often stop menstruating and develop male secs hair and a deep voice.
— facial
ondary sex characteristic
Other effects are changes in the natural balance of blood
lipids, or fats, increasing the amount of the LDL cholesterols, which cause heart problems and hardened arteries,
while reducing the amount of the HDL cholesterols,
which prevent hardening of arteries. In the long run, this
means high blood pressure and a higher risk of a heart
attack, Gilchrist said.
Perhaps more alarming than the physical side effects
are psychological changes that have been connected with
steroid use. There are stories circulated among steroid
users of “weightlifter’s psychosis,” mood changes, depression and dramatically increased aggression, but Stepp
dismisses these as locker room anecdotes with questionable scientific basis.

Testing
© Continued from page 15

used toysay, ‘He's on the juice’ when someone
“The
pounds in
45 gain
was taking steroids. We had one guy...
four months.”

said it was
Kochond
Lumberjack physician Dr. Raym

“quite unusual” for an athlete to ask his advice about
steroids.
He said he is always quick to point out the negatives, and
they rarely bring it up again.

ough
Alth
most agree
the conditions that create problems

at other institutions are not present at HSU, the NCAA
mandatory-testing rule still stands, and not everyoneis
happy about it.
Senior Doug Losak, a former member of HSU’s wres-

tling team, filed suit against the NCAA last year.
The NCAA requires athletes to sign the Student-Athlete
Statement, whereby a student agrees to provide a urine
sample if chosen at a championship event.
Losak said although he abandoned the suit when a judge
ining
denied him a restraorder
against signing the form, his
mind is unchanged.
“It’s like they were saying, ‘You're a wrestler, you take
steroids, now prove that you don’t.’”

Climbing
eContinued from page 15

develop something. So, (neither) has a full advantage.
Beginning climbers can start “bouldering” with just a
pair of climbing shoes and a chalk bag. Center Activities
and Adventure’s Edge both offer introductory climbing
classes. The area is great for new climbers, especially
Moonstone Beach, eight miles north of Arcata off Highway 101, because most of the climbing rocks are easily

accessible, Wilhelm said.

Free Pizza!

MEXICAN FOOD
For Here or To Go

2nd Annual Pizza Factory "Great Pizza Shootout"

¢ Vegetarian or Meat
e Sierra Nevada Ale &
Carta Blanca On Tap
854 Oth Street, Arcata ¢ 822-3441
(Under the Blue Awning Between H St. & I St.)

Basketball fans and pizza fans will both be in hog-hcaven Friday night at midnight
in the HSU East Gym when the men's and women's basketball teams at Humboldt
begin practice for the 1988-89 season. After a 20-minute workout, everyone in attendance will have the opportunity to shoot from 3-point range. Those who make
it will be given a coupon good for a pizza at the Pizza Factory. There is no cost to
attend. In the photo above, Mike Hartley (middle) from the Pizza Factory joins
basketball players Pete Christian (left) and Alan Erickson with all the necessary
ingredients for the Great Pizza Shootout.

FOOTBALL VS. U.C. SANTA BARBARA
SATURDAY, 1:30 P.M. * REDWOOD BOWL

the
When you fill out your Form
W-4 or W-4A, “Employee's
Withholding Allowance

Take-out Deli & Grocery

Certificate,” remember:

We Make Our Own Tofu Fresh

If you can be claimed on your

N

parent’s or another person's tax
return, you generally cannot be
exempt from income tax

KING

the instructions that came with
your Form W-4 or W-4A.
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Passport
Photos

Open “B” Double — Johnson/Gary

Open “A” Single — Eric Finkle

Single -“B” — Gary Krohn
AUNAD

kinko’s
the copy center
Arcata

822-8712
416 K Street

BEERS.

Korbel Tennis
Tournament
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Instant

1618 G Street
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Women’s — Sandy Holland
Over 35 — Jerry Philips

Open “A” Doubles —

Dan Collen/
Piotrowski
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Finnish Country Sauna & Tubs
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Long Course Triathlon
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Help Wanted

Don't get wrecked. If you're not
sober- or youre not sure —
let someone else do the driving

‘Toxic Waste

A message provided by this newspaper
and Beer Drinkers of America

Dump.

*
sec
x
*

The Lumberjack needs an advertising salesperson to handle local accounts. A commission of 15
percent is paid. A good worker can make about
$100 a week or more. (Also would look good on
your résumé.) Macintosh experience with PageMaker 3.0 helpful, but we will train you to use the
top-rated pagination software. See Karen Caldwell
in Nelson Hall East 6 (in the basement) or call
826-3259. There is a vacancy now.
Several Lumberjack “advertising graduates” have
gone on to careers in retail advertising. In sum,

‘ie

K

The Lumberjack offers good pay and Macintosh

The Great American
Smokeout. Nov. 17.

experience to prepare

{eer

PARTY *SMART
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Oatmeal Stout received the Gold Medal in the Stout division
at the Great American Beer Festival in Denver, Colorado over
150 breweries. We truly are the best in the U.S.A.
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Mets take it

to game seven.

The National League championship
series was forced
intoa tie-breaking seventh game last night
as the New York
Mets trounced the Los Angeles Dodgers 5-1.
Mets’ starting pitcher David Cone went the distance —
the only pitcher to do so in the series, ending Dodgers’
starting pitcher Tim Leary’s hallucination of an easy trip to

———

Football

Conf
WLT

Team

%,

20

UC Davis

nn

Left fielder Kevin McReynolds, who got four hits in four

Hayward

1

6

0

2

PA

8

)

1

3

ee

0

49

1

21

at bats clinched a victory for the Mets in the fifth inning
with a two-run homer.

Santa Barbara at

7

Chico 31, Hum

Soccer conference hopes
The soccer
team split last weekend’s matches with CSU
Stanislaus, the top team in the Northern California Athletic
Conference. This week the ’Jacks take on Sonoma State at
home Friday at 3 p.m. and Saturday at noon.
“If we're going to stay in the conference race, we're
going to have to sweep these next four games,” said head
coach
Alan Exley. “If we can do that, the conference
title
will be within our grasp when we head to (CSU) Chico to
finish our season.”

Volleyball

Conference

®

Team

Ww

+

Chico

4
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3

e

Stanislaus

0

6

4

1

1

42
32

Thursday
Friday

Dominguez at Chico, on
Tourn., TBA
Humboldt at WOSC

Saturday

Humboldt at WOSC Tours. ,» TBA
SF State at Sonoma Invit. TBA
Stanislaus at Stanislaus Invit., TBA
Hayward at Chico, 7:30 p.m.

aoe a:Sonoma to TBA

Saturday

Sunday
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WLT

GA

Hayward 6, UC Davis 5

Humboldt 1, Stanislaus 0
Hayward 2, Chico 1
Sacramento 3, UC Davis 0
Sonoma 2, SF State 1

Stanislaus 2, Humboldt 0

Wednesday

3
SF State at
Stanislaus Chico, 31

zeantee 0 VY De
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1
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This week’s games

Stanislaus 3, Sonoma 2
Sacramento 3, SF State 0
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Last week’s games
Tuesda
Wednesday

1

This week’s matches
UC Davis at Menlo, 7:30 ne.
Wednesday
Hayward at Sante Cruz, 7:30 p.m.

Conference
GS
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Humboldt
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3
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Sacramento 3, SF State 0
Hayward 0-4 Sunbird Tourney

a

Shoot hoops for free pizza

1

ae
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Team

A pair of weekend losses at U.C. Davis and CSU Chico
killed Humboldt hopes for a conference championship and
left the Ladyjacks fighting for a spot among the top three
NCAC teams. After being swept by Davis and losing to
Chico in five games, the ‘Jacks stand at 3-3 in the conference race and in fourth place behind 6-0 San Francisco
State and 4-1 Chico and Davis.
This weekend the squad travels to Monmouth, Oregon
for a 12-team tourney at Western Oregon State College.

L

4

Men’s Soccer

Ladyjacks try for third place

Overall

2

es

what we do before we worry too much about the (UCSB)
Gauchos.”

p.m.
dt,
1:30
Humbol

Sonoma

Last week’s matches
Hayward 3, Stanislaus 1
UC Davis 3, Humboldt 0

Saturday

The Lumberjacks suffered a disheartening homecoming
loss to CSU Chico last weekend, 31-7. They take on U.C.
Santa Barbara Saturday in Redwood Bowl, an opportunity
to even out their conference record to 1-1. Coach Dolby
stressed the importance of learning from the mistakes
made against Chico when he said, “I’m a lot more concerned about what Humboldt does between now and Saturday than I am with Santa Barbara. We’ve got to improve

135

68
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Hayward

Humboldt takes on UCSB

a

UC Davis

Humboldt

Thursday
Friday
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Sotegns ot Se Bove] pe.
s | p.m.
at Hayward,
St. Mary'

54, SF State 0
St. Mary's
Sonoma 20, Santa Barbara 18

Women’s

2

Menlo at SF State, 1 p.m.

30, Hayward 14
UC Davis

The men’s basketball team is looking for anew manager.
Applicants should be willing to make a serious commitmentof time and effort to the team, including travelling
for
away games. To apply, call assistant men’s basketball
coach Rick Swillinger before Saturday at 826-3666.

Qvere

Saturday’s games

Last week’s

Basketball manager wanted

3

14

65

0

WL

PF

Sonoma at Humboldt,
Sonoma at Humboldt,
o 1
at UC Davis,
Chic
Stanislaus sHleywand,

p.m.
p.m.

oe

3 p.m.
sco
p.m.
3 LTP

Santa Cruz at SF State, 3:15 p.m.

Monday
Tuesday

The men’s and women’s basketball teams start practice
for the 1988-89 season at midnight Friday in the East Gym.
After a 20-minute team workout, spectators will have the
opportunity to shoot from three-point range. Those who
make the shot will get a coupon good for a pizza at the Pizza
Factory. There is no cost for admission.

3pm.
SC Spartanburg at
\
Chico at Sacramento,
Stanislaus at UC Davis, 4 p.m.

Rentals

Coastal

Ken David

145 S. SG Street

Rental Service
*.
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Upinion
Alcohol

awareness

is a simple lesson
alcohol isn’t necessary — all that’s
needed is thought when drinking.
Housing’s drug and alcohol prevention/education program reflects
the non-preaching, non-judgmental
attitude so central to the functions of

Awareness.
It’s a simple word for the awesome task those behind National
Collegiate Alcohol Awareness
Week and the Housing Department

haveundertaken — to make college
students who drink think about their

the program. Coordinators are not
accusing the dorm residents of

behavior when they’ re enjoying that

having a problem with alcohol. In-

beer or wine cooler.
The fact that this society has a

problem with excessive alcohol
consumption and drunk driving is
hardly surprising. Statistics are re-

lated repeatedly, all to little effect.
The proof lies with how movies
showing excessive drinking are

of alcohol. The group will not be
participating actively during Na-

shouldn’t drink. Then when that
didn’t work, there was the more
realistic message that you shouldn’t
drink and drive.
Now, there’s the simple idea that
preaching is tied in with this message.
The Housing Department should

be commended for its efforts to
educate students and dorm residents
about alcohol use and abuse. By
actively participating in National
Collegiate Alcohol Awareness
Week, the department is helping to
spread the idea that abstention from

and let residents decide for themselves whether they need help with
their drinking.
Youth Educational Services also
is educating people about the effects

viewed with bravado.
First, there was the message you

it’s time to think about what youre
pouring down your throat. No

stead, they simply lay the facts out

tional Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week, but it does plan on giv-

ing out information during Lumberjack Days — a time when HSU

students and the community have
fun, and when a lot of alcohol is
consumed.

The chances of eradicating alcohol use from every aspect of life is
almost impossible, regardless of
what many may wish.

But taking a more realistic approach to alcohol use, especially
among college students, is where

part of the solution lies. Housing
and Y.E.S. are doing that by spread-

ing awareness, rather than preaching teetotalism.
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HSU campus safe
— until 1 a.m.
Monday at 3:30 a.m. I retumed to

Sunset Hall (my dorm), from a weekend

debate competition. I had parked at
Sunset Court in a no-parking zone to
unload my belongings. From my room I
called the University Police Department
to see if there was an officer on duty who
could come to Sunset Court and follow
me while I found a parking space, then
drive me back to my dorm.
Bonnie, a friendly lady at the station,
said “No Problem,” and sent an officer to
escort me.
The officer met me at Sunset Court. I
finally parked in the lot by Harry Griffith
Hall. When I hopped into the officer’s car
he said, “This will never happen again.”
He told me if I knew I was coming home
late I should have parked before dark.
“What a brilliant officer,” I thought to
myself. Too bad I had driven my car to
the tournament. He then told me I should
have awoken someone in the dorm to
help me to my destination and back.
Would you like to be awoken at 3:30 a.m.
to park a car. I think not.
I questioned him about an escort
service. He said there was one, but it ends
at 1 a.m.

Here’s the clincher.
“So essentially, you’re telling me I
have to fend for myself after 1 a.m.,” I
said.
“Yep,” Officer Babcock said without
emotion.
What the hell is happening here? I was
treated with no respect by someone who
deserves none. Are we not constantly
wamned to “Never walk alone?”
‘ Why should I have to subject myselfto

insults? Is it not an officer’s job and duty

to serve the people when they are in
need? Maybe he just wanted to go on a
doughnut run. Who knows?
I do know Officer Babcock showed no
professionalism in his treatment of me.
An officer is a person who should serve
and protect the people. An officer is not
there to make the person, who is in need,
feel guilty because an officer has to do
his job. Has this injustice occurred in the
past,and will it continue to occur? Some

action must be taken!

Terez Eid
sophomore, speech communications

LJ accused of bias
by former writer
Just when you thought it was safe to let
The Lumberjack write a story about the
Marching Lumberjacks....
Although I was pleased to see a story
about the Marching Lumberjacks in the
last issue of the paper, I could not help
but wonder why the writer chose to focus
on the negative history of the band. Do
you call this fair and unbiased reporting?
Why is it the awards the band has won
were never mentioned? I give you two
recent examples: The 1987 Eureka
Rhododendron Parade and the
Oakland—San Francisco St. Patrick’s Day
Parade.
Students are jeering us, are they? Why?
Because we’re not a military-style spitand-polish band? We’re not trying to be.
(Though many of us did that scene in
high school.) We're a spirit band. HSU
needs the spirit — the cheerleading
gets cancelled every now and
then because of lack of spirit. The band
has yet to be “cancelled.”
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from readers

As a journalist,
I have to ask why The
Lumberjack insists on printing articles
that are, in effect, Marching Lumberjacks
bashing. I spent three years on the staff of
The Lumberjack, and believe me I saw
my share of anti-Marching-Lumberjacks
editors. (This started in 1984 with the
infamous Lumberjack reporter who gets
caught with a beer in the newspaper
office then writes an editorial about
drinking on campus — mentioning the
marching band by name.)
About the band’s reputation for being
drunk and disorderly — I saw a lot more
drinking in The Lumberjack office than I
ever did during marching band practice
or at football games.
Lastly, I have to point out some fact
errors in last week’s article:
1) About the ax major doing crude and
suggestive things with an ax being
expelled? Wrong! The ax major was
banned from attending the next football
game. He was neither expelled nor even
suspended. (By the way, the story that
appeared in The Lumberjack about that
incident also had its share of misquotes
and fact errors. That article was written
by Cesar Soto in 1984.)
2) Jenny “Mouth” Ogden does not play
tenor saxophone. She plays trombone and
occasionally joins the percussion section
for a number or two.
As a Marching Lumberjack, I ask that
you refrain from writing articles about
the band until you can let go of the
alcohol/malcontents stereotype. As a
journalist, I ask that you pay more

attention in class when your instructors
talk about non-biased reporting, accuracy
and fairness. _
Ann-Margaret Godlewski
graduate, journalism

of Mika’s my statement
may appear
biased, but I honestly feel Mika’s season

of outstanding performances and AllAmerican honors outshine anything shy
of another All-American performance.
Whatever
the athletic department's
criteria and reasons behind its ultimate

Football favoritism
in athletic awards
On Saturday, Oct. 9, HSU’s athletic
department awarded football standout
Corny Ross the honor of Outstanding
Male Athlete of the Year (1987-’88).
Ross received all-conference honors and
played with the Arena Football League
last season.
I don’t question the department’s
choice of most outstanding HSU football
player of 1987, but I’m certain that the
accomplishments of a superior HSU
athlete have been unfairly disregarded.
Cross country All-American Mika
Jekabsons excelled within his sport.
Jekabsons placed second in the Northern
California Athletic Conference, receiving
all-conference honors. In post-conference
competition, Mika placed 10th in the
Western Regionals and qualified for the
National Collegiate Athletic Association
Division II national finals. At nationals,
Jekabsons placed 15th among the 130
finalists and joined the ranks of the other
outstanding HSU All-Americans.
As a previous harrier and a teammate

choice, I consider
the decision both
shortsighted and
of the title

proud to be bestowed with this honor by
a

We look forwardto
site $éath ialeniar

pining

and viewing pera

March
or Die.

Outstanding
Male Athlete of the Year.

Perhaps the award should be renamed
Outstanding
Football Player of the Year.

Article gets axed
by MLJ secretary
I strongly oppose the angle Paul Elias
pursued when writing about the Marching
Lumberjacks in your October 5th issue.
On our twentieth anniversary, the
Marching Lumberjacks are a strong,
spirited and excited group. We enjoy
playing for HSU sports events, parades
and community gatherings when requested, at no cost.
Our past may be colorful, but we are a
group that enjoys good, clean fun, not a
bunch of reforming “drunk and disorderly
members.” Was this article, based on past
history, and not the current band, timed to
reach band alumni?
October 8 has been proclaimed
Marching Lumberjacks Day. The band is

an opinion?
Mad as hell and not going to
take it any more?
Let the world know what’s
on your mind. Writea letter to
The Lumberjack. Letters are
limited to 250 words and must
be signed. Include a phone
number and address, class

standing and major if

cable. Deliver lettersto
Hall East 6, in the basement.

It’s 5:02 a.m. and Fm still writing

In the middle
Keith Alan Estabrook Jr
It would seem that a rational individual who knows he has a newspaper column to write every two weeks would get

it to his editor in plenty of time to relax,
have a few beers and watch everyone
else on the staff play beat the clock.

Not me. My middle name is procrastination.
It is now — as I write this, not as you read
this
— 5:02 a.m. Wednesday
and the twicea-month game of “beat the deadline before
the editor beats you” is in full swing. The
brain is running in slow motion. Today you
get the miscellaneous ramblings of a man
who hasn’t seen a bed in 23 hours.
I do a lot of thinking when I get tired,
usually “what if” scenarios. If, God forbid,
George Bush wins the election next month,
will he bring reality back to America, or
will Reagan's grand illusion of false prosperity continue to blanket the country like
the evening Humboldt fog? On the subject
of fog, does he have more productive brain
cells at work than our current Pollyanna
president? Will he use them?
A debatable question at best. Here
is a

man who was the head of the CIA at the end
of the Ford administration, but claimed he
didn’t know Gen. Manuel Noriega was
running drugs out of Panama. The top spook
in the United States lost in the dark — or
was it fog?
Drugs are a hot topic right now, mostly
because it’s an election year. The politicos
running
the re-election race are tripping
all
over themselves and each other to grab the
driver’s seat on the drug-war bandwagon,
civil rights be damned.
“Let’s do away with those nasty search
warrants and probable cause rules and let
those cops search who, when and where
they want so our kids will be safe from
drugs. Let’s impose federal penalties of

$10,000 on casual users of marijuana and
cocaine. That'll stop those godless, commie dopers.”

Maybe. But who’s going to stop the
government’s cloak-and-dagger squad
from bringing that very same cocaine
we spend millions to intercept into the
country to fund Reagan’s contras? Fly
weapons in, fly dope out. Don’t worry

about the Coast Guard or the DEA.
Why is it Humboldt
County marijuana has doubled in price in the years

Reagan has held office while cocaine
has dropped in price from $2,000 an

ounce to $800? Could the government
have anything to do with it? Is it a case
of “do as we say, not as we do”? Are you
confused yet?
Tam.

The nation’s dope problem
isn’ tin the
streets — it’s in the White House.
George
Bush for president?
Just say NO.
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Wednesday, 12
MUSIC
Jambalaya: Humboldt Blues Society
Jam

FILM
Whitney Biennial Film Festival: Week
two of six; Tonight, “The Man Who
Envied Women,” by Yvonne Rainer,

1985. In the Kate Buchanan Room at
7:30 p.m.
Arcata: “Wings of Desire,” 7:45 p.m.
and “Man Facing East,” 10:05 p.m.
Minor: “Bagdad Cafe,” 7 p.m. and “I've
Heard the Mermaids Singing,” 8:40 p.m.
WORKSHOPS
Essays and the GWPE: in the Bayview
House 71, 2 to 4 p.m.; call 826inom
Ro
4266 for details.
MEETING
American Homeless Society, campus
chapter, in the sociology dept. conference
room in the lower library at 7 p.m.; for
details, call Ruben Botello, 826-2441.
ON THIS DATE
Columbus lands at Guanahani, an island
in the Bahamas, and thinks he’s in Asia,
1492.
Ralph Vaughan Williams born, 1872.
born, 1932.
Dick
Luciano Pavarotti born, 1935.

Thursday, 13

Friday, 14

Saturday, 15

MUSIC
Casa de Qué Pasa: Songwriters’
Showcase; local, original music, at 9 p.m.
Jambalaya: Space Monkey
FILM
“We Are All Noah,” and “Unnecessary
Fuss,” two films exploring animal rights,
presented by Humboldt Animal Welfare
Club in NHE 119 at 7 p.m., free.
Arcata: “Wings of Desire,” 7:45 p.m.
and “Man Facing East,” 10:05 p.m.
Minor: “Bagdad Cafe,” 7 p.m. and “I’ve
Heard the Mermaids Singing,” 8:40 p.m.
THEATER
“Little Shop of Horrors,” at the North
Coast Repertory Theater in Eureka, 8
p.m.
:
WORKSHOP
Summer Jobs Overseas in Gist Hall 225
from 2 - 5 p.m.
Health & Nutrition Peace Corps
Opportunities in NHE 119 at 4 p.m.
LECTURE
ECKANKAR introduction in Art 102 at
7:30 p.m.; free.
MEETING
Gay Men’s Rap, support group sponsored by G.& L.S.U., in NHE 120 at 7
p.m.
T.V.
Final
idential Debate, most
6 p.m.
ON THIS DATE
Paul Simon bom, 1942.

MUSIC
Beausoleil (Cajun music) presented by
CenterArts in Fulkerson Recital Hall at 8

MUSIC
—
Clasquin plays the Fire
Deborah
Pianist
of Revolutionary Russia in Fulkerson
Recital Hall at 8 p.m.; $2 students, $4
general.
Jambalaya: Kala Kenyatte & the World
Peace Band
Brewery: Lightning Rose
North Coast Inn: Strickly Country
Cafe Mokka: Irish music by the Primal
Drone Society, 9 p.m.
FILM
Arcata: “Wings of Desire,” 7:45 p.m.
and “Man Facing East,” 10:05 p.m.
Minor: “Bull Durham,” 7 p.m. and
“High Season,” 8:55 p.m.
THEATER
“Little Shop of Horrors,” at the North
Coast Repertory Theater in Eureka, 8
p.m.
“Trust Me,” dinner theater at Eagle

Molly Pitcher, decorated officer and

heroine of Revolutionary War, born

(Mary Ludwig), 1754.

p.m.; $9 students, $11 general.
Jambalaya: Kala Kenyatte & the World
Peace Band
Brewery: Space Monkey
FILM
Arcata: “Wings of Desire,” 7:45 p.m.
and “Man Facing East,” 10:05 p.m.
Minor: “Bull Durham,” 7 p.m. and
“High Season,” 8:55 p.m.
THEATER
“Do Jump Movement Theater,” at Dell

‘Arte in Blue Lake, 8 p.m.
“Little Shop of Horrors,” at the North
Coast Repertory Theater in Eureka, 8
p.m.
“Trust Me,” dinner theater at Eagle

House in Eureka, dinnerat 7 p.m., show
at 8 p.m.
ART

_,,

Opening Reception for a Silkscreen
Show by HSU’s Art Printmakers
Association, presented by the Student
Access Gallery, in the Kate Buchanan
Room
at 7 p.m. Show runs through
Oct.
21. For details call Tom, 826-1201.
SPORTS
Men’s Soccer: HSU vs. Sonoma State,
noon.
ON THIS DATE
e.e. cummings born 1894.
Lillian Gish born, 1896.
Teddy Roosevelt shot in chest while
campaigning in Milwaukee; survives and

House in Eureka, dinner at 7 p.m., show

at 8 p.m.
SPORTS
Men’s Soccer: HSU vs. Sonoma State,
noon.
Men’s Football: HSU vs. UC Santa
Barbara, Redwood Bow! at 1:30 p.m.
ON THIS DATE
Jean de Rozier takes first known balloon
flight by a human, in France, 1783.
John Kenneth Galbraith born, 1908.
Arthur Schlesinger Jr. born, 1917.
Soviet Premier Nikita Krushchev
deposed by group led by Leonid
Brezhnev, 1964.

delivers his speech, 1912.

Cpt. Chuck Yeager first,to fly faster
than speed of sound, 1947.
Martin Luther King Jr. wins Nobel
Peace Prize, 1964.
Bing Crosby dies, 1977.

Tuesday, 18
(
MUSIC
Casa de Qué Pasa: Jeff Landen, dinner
music, 6 p.m.

Sunday,

16

MUSIC
Jambalaya: Raven, all-women’s rock ’n
blues band.
FILM
Arcata: “Wings of Desire,” 7:45 p.m.
and “Man Facing East,” 10:05 p.m.
Minor: “Bull Durham,” 7 p.m. and

“High Season,” 8:55 p.m.

ON THIS DATE
Oscar Wilde born, 1854.
Eugene O'Neill born, 1888.
William O. Douglas bom, 1898.
Angela Lansbury born, 1925.
New York’s “Miracle” Mets win their
first World Series, 1969.

MUSIC
Jambalaya: Thad Beckman and Blue
Stew
FILM
Arcata: “Wings of Desire,” 7:45 p.m.
and “Man Facing East,” 10:05 p.m.
Minor: “Bull Durham,” 7 p.m. & “High
Season,” 8:55 p.m.
WORKSHOP
Peace Corps Workshop: World
Hunger, in NHE 119 at 3 p.m.
CELEBRATE
Black Poetry Day
ON THIS DATE
Jupiter Hammon, first black in U.S.
history to have his poetry published,
born, 1711.
Arthur Miller born, 1915.
Albert Einstein, fleeing the Nazis,
arrives in the United States, 1933.

Jambalaya: Daily Planet
FILM
Arcata: “Wings of Desire,” 7:45 p.m.
and “Man Facing East,” 10:05 p.m.
Minor: “Bull Durham,” 7 p.m. and
“High Season,” 8:55 p.m.
WORKSHOPS
Essays and the GWPE: in the Bayview
Room in House 71, 2 to 4 p.m.; call 8264266 for details.
Peace Corps Workshop: Cost of
Hunger, in NHE 119 at 4 p.m.
Business & Technology for Seniors in
the Kate Buchanan Room at 5 p.m.
ON THIS DATE
First commercial long distance phone
line links New York and Chicago, 1892.
Pierre Trudeau born, 1919.
Thomas Edison died, 1931.
Chuck Berry born, 1931. °
Laura Nyro born, 1947.
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Hey you! Don’t be left
out. To have your event
listed in the calendar,
bring the details (dates,

times, locations, cost,

name and phone num- |

ber) to The Lumber- —
jack
in Nelson

Hall

East 6 (downstairs) by

noon Friday for publ:
| cation the_ Lc

_
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OPPORTUNITIES

'76 CAPRI — Running well, $1600 or
best offer. Call 822-6022. 10/19
SPECIAL BAG SALE ONE DAY ONLY
— Saturday, October 15, 10:00 am to

4:00 pm. Presbyterian Thrift Shop, 666

Eleventh Street, Arcata. $1.00 per gro-

cery bag.
10/12

'75 DODGE VAN — Runs
great, looks
, back seat, side wi
. Great
or utility and fun. Asking $1450. 8267624. 10/12

ery

HOUSEMATE NEEDED —
3Bedroom House 50/50 (
h
rent, '/, utilities). Quiet iladibortiCed
fireplace, wa
man or lesbian woman preferred. all Tom, 8261201. 10/12
ROOM FOR RENT — In four bedroom
house, near campus. $150/month
utilities. Call Michelle, Corl or
e,

826-9108. Non-smoking, no pets. 10/

BEST KEPT SECRET ON CAMPUS!
— SHEA muffins/smoothies/coffee
stand. Home Ec/Art Building, bottom

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY! —
on us, help kids know junk foods
food. NUTRITION FOR KIDS
oea
Y.ES.
. Contact Karen
826-4066. CARE!
VOLUNTEER! 10/

to 12:00 noon.
10/12

INTERESTED IN HUNGER ISSUES?

floor next to the stairway. M-F

8:30 am

DOLLAR-A-BAG SALE! — Come to
the Thrift S
for an armioad of good
buys. Arcata

erian Church, 11th
ober 15th, 10:00

and G. Saturday,
to 4:00. 10/12

1982 280ZX T-TOP — 5-speed, air,

fully loaded, mint condition. Just off
factory warranty. First $5500 sold!. Buy
before my 15 /2 son does! Rick, 822-

7

4048, 444-2700. 10/12

— Volunteer 3-4 hours to help raise
money, collect food, increase awareness. Trai
provided - we need
rine
Call Karen
at
Y.E.S. 826-4965.
APPLICATIONS

ARE

BEING

AC-

CEPTED — For Press Operator and
setter. Artcraft Printers, 621 Third
treet, Eureka, CA 442-2517. 10/12

AFS & OTHEREXCHANGE STUDENT

— Humboldt Chapter AFS

colicten toe
can i

sh

available

soon. Call Rhys (822-3788) for
1
10/19

MAJOR BANK NEEDS ENROLLERS
— For College Master Charge
Plan,
P.O. 860, Bonsall, CA.

3. 619-

758-0888. 10/12

CRUISE SHIP JOBS! — immediate
! Seasonal
& Career opportunities.
lent pay. World Travel! Call
Pen
ee -518-459-3535, Ext.

maintenance,

“sacmemeea

hauling,w

rototilling. Reasonable rates. Call
YARD. 12/7

RIDE YOUR HORSE BY THE RIVER
OR ON THE BEACH — We de grr
for your horse.
paddocks with
shelters, $40/month.

outs $40. Open

Stalis with turn-

sre $32.50. Three
miles north of HSU. STABLES
OF THE

— Scared?

Upset?

Disappointed?
Free, anonymous preg-

- Nancy test. Counseling
and medical
care
bo referrals.
me, ceca resources
a

WESTEND MINI STORAGE — 4x6’
units. $19.50/month. 5670 Westend
Road, Arcata. 822-2112. 12/7
MOWING

Sh alartiiy. ma:
Lave
PREGNANT?

SERVICES

MICKEY’S

PERSONALS

ices free and confidential.

We care

Birthright, 443-8665. More information,

Lifesavers, 822-6730. 11/16
,

82 -

PRINCESS
PAIGE — Dimly it dinners,
Cruising with the tops off, loud tunes,
bear hugs and the occasional well
Se
ee

RUTHANNE — Ain't it great? Ruthie’s

38!! Lordy, lordy, nearly 401! Happy 8Day, Love, R.P.M.

_

Marino. s Club

Lumberjack Days
are almost here!
This is your last chance
to sign up
for feam events!

St. Pauli Girl
Beer

$1.25 bottle

Girl”
Free Posters

Inflatable Pauli Girl Bottles

Coming soon — The return of “The Dating Game”

XY

865 9th Street

No One Under 21

Arcata

-

Time is running out |!
Get your Lumberjack Days
T-shirt at the table
in the Quad
paid
for by the
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TEXTBOOKS

FALL '88

WILL BE

RETURNED
TO THE

PUBLISHERS
BEGINNING

OCTOBER 17
826-3741

HSU BOOKSTORE
eo

Hours:

%,

HSU

Mon-Thurs 8:00-6:00p.m.

NW KO) 8954

closed Saturday & Sunda

COFFEEHOUSE

a

|G

BOOK

*

EVROPEAN

MUSIC,

a

MAGS,

LIVE

NEWSPAPERS

MUBIC

1RIBH

BATURDAY

NIGHTS

FROG

POND

®

PRIVATE

-> COFFEEHOUSE
CAPPUCCINO

_

PASTRIES
FIRE

PLACE

J

Traditional Sauna Cabins
OPEN

EVERYDAY

12:00

NOON

INCLUOING

BUNDAVS

ANO

HOLIDAYS

*©

CORNER

Bth

AND

J

° ARCATA

* neep-eerr

